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Maduro regime called criminal enterprise
BY ANTONIO MARIA DELGADO
AND JIM WYSS

U.S. stocks
extend gains

adelgado@elnuevoherald.com
jwyss@miamiherald.com

Stocks reversed an early
lide on Wall Street and
inished broadly higher
Wednesday, giving the
market its second straight
gain in a week of bumpy
rading.
Big technology and communications companies —
ncluding Microsoft, Apple,
and Google parent Alphabet
— led the rally as the market
hrugged off an initial stumble. Banks took heavy losses
ollowing a sharp drop in
bond yields.
Investors got in a buying
mood after Treasury Secreary Steven Mnuchin gave a
Senate subcommittee a
promising update on the
Trump administration’s
efforts to reach a trade deal
with Canada and Mexico.
Markets also got a boost
rom reports that the White
House plans to delay new
ariffs on car and auto-parts
mports from Europe by up
o six months.
The S&P 500 index
gained 16.55 points (0.6%)
o 2,850.96. The Dow Jones
ndustrial Average rose
15.97 (0.5%) to 25,648.02.
The Nasdaq, which is heaviy weighted with technology
tocks, added 87.65 (1.1%)
o 7,822.15. Small-company
tocks lagged the market.
The Russell 2000 index
picked up 5.21 (0.3%) to
,548.27.

— ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.S. suspends
all flights to
Venezuela

Amid continuing unrest in
Venezuela, the U.S. Department of Transportation on
Wednesday suspended all
lights between the U.S. and
he troubled South Amercan nation. The order includes private, passenger,
and cargo flights on U.S.
and foreign carriers.
American Airlines, the
primary carrier from Miami,
uspended its flights to
Venezuela in late March.
The order, issued by
Transportation Secretary
Elaine Chao, notes “condiions in Venezuela threaten
he safety and security of
passengers, aircraft, and
crew traveling to or from
hat country, and that the
public interest requires an
mmediate suspension of all
commercial passenger and
cargo flights between the
United States and Venezuea.”
Venezuela’s long economc, humanitarian, and political crisis has worsened in
ecent weeks.

— JANE WOOLDRIDGE
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on Maduro and his allies have
has siphoned billions of dollars

A report prepared by the National Defense University
and Washington-based IBI Consultants argues that Nicolás
Maduro essentially leads a political-criminal enterprise
that has siphoned billions from Venezuela’s economy.
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Venezuela’s foreign policy
might have started out as an idealistic socialist project to revitalize
Latin America, but it has morphed
into an enormous criminal conglomerate that operates in mul-

tiple countries with dozens of
partners and hundreds of phantom companies, according to a
new study.
A report prepared by the National Defense University and

U.S. stocks
extend gains
‘Even young children were not spared’
in November massacre, police say
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The life-changing magic of working a bit longer
BY LIZ WESTON

NerdWallet

Retirement experts frequently recommend working
longer if you haven’t saved
enough. But you might not
realize just how powerful a
little extra work can be.
Researchers who compared the relative returns of
working longer versus saving
more reached some startling
findings last year. Among
them:
A Working three to six
months longer was the
equivalent of saving an additional 1% for 30 years.
A Working just one extra
month was similar to saving
an additional 1% for 10
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